
1) Turn to the back page of your book
2) Complete this Brains in Gear activity:

Draw four pictures in the back of your book 
that link to the Black Death

BONUS: Can you make them tell a story?



What were the effects of the 
Black Death?

LO: To make a judgement on whether the Black Death was a good or a 
bad thing for people in England

Success Criteria:

I can investigate the effects of the Black Death

I can categorise them into positive and negative effects

I can make a judgement about the overall effect of the Black Death
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Silent Starter

Everybody stand up and close your eyes. 

If I touch your shoulder, sit down quietly and put 
your head on the desk. 

The Black Death killed 2 million people in 
England.

The population of England was 6 million.

What percentage of people died? 



What were the effects of the Black Death?

• Us your information sheet to make 
notes on the effects of the Black 
Death on Europe.

• You have fifteen minutes to 
research these different effects. Fill 
in your table with one piece of key 
information from each source.

• Decide if that effect was positive 
or negative for the people of 
Europe.

CHALLENGE: 

What was the most significant 
effect of the Black Death on 
Europe? Explain your answer.

SUPER CHALLENGE: 

How do you think the peasants felt 
about what happened to them? 
What do you think they might do?



Source A

“Barely one in seven of the people of Genoa survived.  In Venice 70% of 
the people died. All over Italy people say their areas were the worst hit. 
It is extraordinarily difficult for me to give an accurate account.”

- Gabriel de Mussis, a monk, wrote of the plague in Italy in 1349.



Source Key Points Positive or 
Negative Effect?

A 70% of people died in Venice Negative

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I



Source B

“After the plague, people became more mean and greedy than before, 
even though many were far better off. 

There was plenty of everything, but people charged more for 
equipment and food. 

Only houses were cheap. There were not enough people to rent them. 
Many have become ruins.”

- In 1359, the monk Jean de Vedette wrote about the effects of the 
plague on France.



Source C

Peasant workers before the Black Death:

There are lots of peasant workers in England. They need somewhere to 
live so the lord lets them live on his land in exchange for work. 

The lord can decide what work they do and he doesn’t have to pay 
them for it because he has given them land to live on. 

The lord doesn’t let them work for anyone else. Peasants have no 
choice in where they work or what they do for a living.

From a history book



Source D

Peasant workers after the Black Death

Because so many died there were far fewer workers in England. Lots of 
lords needed workers for their farms and lands. 

Workers could demand a lot more for their work. They began getting 
paid money instead of working for their rent. 

They started to move about more and work for the best paying lords 
and landowners. The lords had to pay them a fair wage, they hated 
this!

From a history book



Source E

Many monasteries and churches cared for the sick as part of their 
religious duties. For awhile they looked after many people but the 
priests and monks started to get sick too.

Some places eventually turned plague victims away, just as some parish 
priests refused to visit people who had the plague.

From a history book



Source F

“The whole of England was so badly hit that only a third of people 
survived. When the churchyards were full, whole fields were used to 
bury the dead.

A few nobles died and countless numbers of ordinary people. The 
plague raged for a year and completely emptied many small villages. 
Hardly anyone dared to have anything to do with the sick.”

- Geoffry Baker wrote in the 1340’s about the plague in England



Source G

After the Black Death, England changed forever.

For peasants who previously worked for nothing this was excellent: 
Wages were high, there was lots of empty houses, space to live, and 
there were lots of jobs.

For the lords and ruling class this was less good. They hated having to 
pay workers and tried to make laws that forced the peasants to work.

From a history book



Source H 

“Because so many people died in the plague, there are labourers who 
refuse to work unless they are paid huge wages. This is a problem, 
especially in farming. 

So any man or woman who is fit and under the age of sixty must accept 
any work offered to them. They should work for the same agreement 
and pay as in 1346 [before the Black Death]. If they refuse, they will be 
imprisoned until they agree.

- A Royal announcement made in June 1349, it says that workers have 
to accept any work they are given or will be put in prison



Source I
“The flagellants were religious people 
from Europe who believed that the Black 
Death was a punishment from God.

They walked through the streets 
viciously whipping themselves to show 
that they were sorry for their sins.

This was one example of the lengths 
people would go to in attempting to cure 
the Black Death.”

From a BBC documentary about the 
causes of the Black Death



Source Key Points Positive or Negative 
Effect?

A 70% of people died in Venice Negative

B People became mean and greedy / villages became ruins Negative

C Before plague peasants can’t move and have bad life Negative

D After plague peasants move about and demand wages Positive

E Monasteries looked after the sick, some later closed their doors in fear Positive / Negative

F 2 million died in England, 1/3rd of the population. Negative

G Peasants have good life with jobs and land, lords angry because have to pay
wages

Positive / Negative

H Law made meaning peasants must do jobs offered to them Negative

I People tried extreme cures – Flagellants whipped themselves Negative

Do any corrections in GREEN pen



In your books:

Was the plague good or bad for people in 
England?

Write a sentence explaining your answer 

Extension: Did it affect everybody in the same way?
Who did it affect differently? 



“The Black Death was an overwhelming disaster for England” 
How far do you agree? (20 marks)

Success Criteria:

Good – Includes knowledge that shows 
your understanding

Great – Knowledge is explained using a 
second order concept phrase

Even Better – The paragraph includes 2-3 
examples of explained knowledge

EXTENSION – Write a disagree paragraph.

Write a paragraph that agrees with this 
statement.

I agree with the statement that the Black 
Death was an overwhelming disaster for 
England because…

Second Order Concepts:

…this caused…
…a consequence of this was…
…was significant because…
…this meant that…



Peer-assessment – Two stars and a wish

Stars
You have met the success criteria here by …
The biggest strength of this work is…
Another strength is…
You have thought of a good way of doing…
This is your best sentence because …
I like what you said here because…

Wishes
You have not met this part of the criteria because…
You could improve this example further by …
Remember to…
You could take another look at…
To reach the next level you need to…

Success Criteria:

Good – Includes knowledge that 
shows your understanding

Great – Knowledge is explained using 
a second order concept phrase

Even Better – The paragraph includes 
2-3 examples of explained knowledge


